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himself with other alumni who have caught a
glimpse of his vision, as at this summer's
GARB( conference, keeps him focused. Read
more about Jim's ministry on page 20.
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The Summer 2001 issue of
Inspire was used by God in
a number of ways. Many
alumni contacted the
editorial staff to express
their appreciation for the
magazine and to tell how
God used the issue in their
lives.
I
just wanted to say thank
you for the huge
encouragement the
Summer '01 issue of Inspire
was to my husband and me.
It came at just the right
time as we gave birth to our
premature twin sons, James
David and Luke Daniel, on
May 26, 2001. They both
went to be with Jesus the
same day they were born,
as they were too small to
survive outside of me. I was
five months pregnant with
our first children, and this
caught us totally off-guard.
This has been an
incredibly challenging time
for us. Christ has offered us
hope and peace that truly
does pass all understanding.
Thank you for being a part
of our healing process
through the articles that
were published in the
Inspire.
With Hope,
Daniel '96 and Kristen
Frederick Nelles '98
I
just got the latest issue
of Inspire this week,
and I must tell you that
in all the years of receiving
this publication, this issue
was incredible! Thanks so
much for all your work on
it. It was such a blessing to
read it, and I'm sure God
will use it in many people's
lives.
What stood out to me the
most was each person's
attitude, despite what they
had been through. I think
this issue will also help
people who are going
through deep waters right
now—help them not to feel
that they are alone or
"singled out" by God as
they read of others who
have walked these paths
and come out on the other
side. So thank you for your
creativity and hard work!
Tammy Will Daroczy '83
W
hen I read the
Inspire, I was
touched by the
different alumni who had
gone through trials.
Although what they had
gone through wasn't specific
to my hardship of divorce,
I felt as though each person
felt the same feelings:
Why me? Can I endure this?
Will I get through? As I
read page after page, I was
thankful to the Lord for
sending the Inspire at just
the right time (as our Lord
always does). I had been
reflecting on my difficult
circumstances of the past,
and what an encouragement
it is to know that we are not
alone. God gives us each
other to help us through
difficult times, whether that
be through everyday contact
or an article in the Inspire.
God is helping me get
through day-by-day. It isn't
until I've walked many steps
that I can look back and see
His mercy, love, and care.
For this, I am grateful.
I know that I am still in the
healing process, but I also
know that God has healed
me a lot already. I cling to
many verses, but I will
mention just one. Isaiah
41:10 provides words of
comfort for us to hold close
to our hearts: "Do not fear,
for I am with you; do not
anxiously look about you,
for I am your God. I will
strengthen you, surely I will
help you, surely I will uphold
you with My righteous right
hand." And, surely, He has.
Kara Niemotka '96
1
. just had to write and tell
you how deeply moved I
was by the Summer
edition of Inspire. What a
great reminder of God's love,
power, and sovereignty, and
what great examples of
fellow believers teaching the
rest of us how to put our
faith into action.
God bless you and
everyone who had a part in
making the Summer 2001
issue a reality.
Debbie Fakan Shattuck '81
Tell Us Your Story
If you have an interesting story for one of the following issues ofInspire (or if you know of another alum who does), please contact the alumni relations office. Story ideas and alumni updates must
be submitted by the dates below. Unfortunately, we may not be able
to use all stories submitted.
Winter 2001 — Transforming Culture with
Christlike Compassion
How have you been involved in a ministry of compassion? How has
someone ministered to you with compassion? Please submit your story
ideas by October 5, 2001.
Spring 2002 — The Prayers of the Faithful
Are you a "prayer warrior?" How has God answered your prayers in a
remarkable way? What life-changing prayer effort have you been
involved in? Please submit your story ideas by January 5, 2002.
Summer 2002 — Going it Alone
Is God using you as a single? Whether being single was in your
original plan or not, there are definitely ministries that are available
to singles and can only be accomplished through that single focus.
Please submit your story ideas by April 5, 2002.
You Know?
The Rock has a new home. As their senior class gift, the class of
2001 moved the Rock to the north side of the lake between the
Dixon Ministry Center and the Stevens Student Center.





involved in a summer
ministry was working as
a "helper" in vacation
Bible school at my
home church. Although
serving Kool-Aid and
taking the little ones out
to play doesn't seem like
much now, at the age of
12, I believed I was
undertaking a very big
responsibility. Perhaps
I was.
Since that time, I've
been involved in a
variety of summer
mission trips both in the
United States and
abroad. Each time, it has
changed me in some
inexplicable way, and
my prayer is that I was
instrumental in changing
others. Many of the






from home or glorious
results. Many summer
ministries are simply
extensions of our daily
lives. Your summer
ministry may be taking
the kids to the
community pool and
living a life that is
different. It may be
working at your place of
business with integrity
and a work ethic that
makes others take
notice. It may be that
you faithfully provide
music at your place of
worship, even through
the summer months
when everyone else goes
on vacation. You may
even train 12-year-olds
how to serve Kool-Aid
in VBS.







Day"—but the truth is
still relevant. God




others seem small. What
matters is what we do



















members of the church where I am
speaking, and others have noted
my schedule and have chosen to
join me in the service. These
graduates make my day! I am
pleased that it is so evident they
value church. In addition to
valuing church, a high percentage
of our graduates are also vitally
involved in local church
ministries.
Our mission statement continues
to be the same as when you were a
student. Cedarville exists "to
provide an education consistent
with biblical truth." There are
seven objectives listed to support
our purpose. The second objective
is "to encourage growth in
Christian character in each student
and to help the student accept
responsibility for faithful Christian
service." We believe that helping
our students "find their place in
faithful Christian service" is
important for us and for the young
men and women who choose to be
part of our Cedarville family.
You will remember the strong
emphasis that we have on fulfilling
the Great Commission, not only
locally in the Miami Valley, but
also nationally and worldwide.
The dedication service we have in
the spring MIS chapel has always
been a highlight of the year and is
an indication of how students here
value that emphasis. Reaching a
world for Christ continues to have
a high priority on our campus.
I am excited to hear of the
numerous graduates who keep that
priority and choose to use part of
their summers in some form of
ministry.
Alumni ask me from time to
time how Mrs. Dixon and I spend
our summers. The months are
busy, but different. There are not
the responsibilities on campus as
there are during the academic year.
We enjoy some vacation time, and
I speak in numerous conferences
and churches. We also have our
annual administrative planning
retreat, which includes the entire
team of the president and vice
presidents along with our wives.
This has proven most profitable
for the direction of Cedarville and
also brings all the couples closer
together in this bonding
experience.
One of my special opportunities
this summer was the invitation to
meet with President Bush in
Washington, D.C. on his "faith-
based initiative." A number of
leaders in Christian higher
education were requested to join
him in this discussion. While in
D.C., I was able to have an
enjoyable lunch with several grads
and current students who are
working on "the Hill."
Summer is a grand time for
ministry. The entire year will give
us divine appointments as we are
sensitive to His leading. May all of
us in the Cedarville family
continue to devote our lives to





Fall Bible Conference Features
Knute Larson
C
edarville University's 2001 Fall Bible Conference
kicked off on September 17 with guest speaker
Knute Larson, senior pastor of The Chapel in
Akron, Ohio. He spent the morning sessions speaking about
"Four Beginnings in Genesis," while he focused on "Four
Hard Questions" in the evening services.
Senior pastor of The Chapel since 1983, Pastor Larson
leads a congregation of 7,000 and a pastoral staff of 19.
He is known for his daily one-minute radio and TV spots.
Originally from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, Pastor Larson
holds a doctorate of ministry from Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School and a master of divinity degree from Grace
Theological Seminary. Besides preaching, he enjoys getting
involved in leadership, community activities, communications,
basketball, and windsurfing.
The Fall Bible Conference concluded on September 21.
For information on how to order cassettes or CDs of the






Dr. Martin Clark, vice
president for
development, recently spoke at the
Oxford Round Table at Oxford
University in England. This year's
Round Table, which is an annual
invitational symposium for the
future of higher education, focused
on higher education finance.
In his address, "College and University Financing:
A Contrarian Approach," Dr. Clark advanced Cedarville's
successful free market approach to financial management,
which differs from more typical approaches to higher
education funding. Each address was followed by reactions
from a selected panel and by open discussion among the
delegates.
Part of the Cedarville family since 1974, Dr. Clark has
served as vice president for development since 1984.
Please join the Cedarville University family in prayer for our
country, leaders, and those affected by the tragedy of
Sept. 11, 2001. Post your related prayer requests on the
virtual "wall of prayer" at www.cedarville.edu.
Campus Gets a "LIFT"
The University campus took 
on
the look of a youth camp July
  9-13 as 1,560 teens and staff
participated in the LIFT (Linking an
Interstate Fellowship of Teens) Youth
Ministries camp. For many of these young
people, the week was not only a first
experience at Cedarville, but a first-time
visit to a Christian university. Teens from
10 states as well as the Greene County community were ministered to through daily devotions
and chapel services. Other activities included basketball tournaments, volleyball, softball, paint
ball, soccer, tennis, a home run derby, and ping pong. Some campers were involved in
ministry each afternoon, working in the Springfield inner city and with Greene County
Children's Services. The week closed with an evangelistic candlelight service around Cedar Lake.
Cedarville Takes
Honors for Sports Web
Sites and Publications
S
ports Web sites and publications designed by Cedarville
University's Mark Womack '83, Dan Clingan, and Jim Clark '75
recently received top honors in the 2000-2001 National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics Sports Information Directors
Association (NAIA-SIDA) Publications Contest.
Mark, who is Cedarville's sports information director, took first place
for both his Cedarville Yellow Jackets Web site and his American Mideast
Conference site.
Mark and Graphic Designer Dan Clingan took ninth place for their
women's basketball brochure, and the two teamed with Production
Coordinator Jim Clark to earn third for their softball brochure and
seventh place for volleyball.
The threesome swept first through third places for individual sports
brochures (women's tennis, golf, and men's tennis).
Photos for the brochures were provided by Scott L. Huck, University
photographer.
Mark Womack '83 Dan aingan Jim Clark '75
Cedarville University Hosts Creation Research Conference
C
edarville University hosted the conference "Discontinuity—Understanding
Biology in the Light of Creation" August 15-17. Held in joint sponsorship
with the Center for Origins Research and Education at Bryan College of
Dayton, Tennessee, the conference discussed the diversity of life on earth.
Presentations addressed the questions surrounding what modern biological science
can tell us about the differences among the created kinds.
Dr. Joe Francis, associate professor of biology at Cedarville, said, "The goal of the
conference was to develop a model in which we can highlight these differences and
use the model for research and education. 'Discontinuity—Understanding Biology in
the Light of Creation' brought together scholars of intelligent design typology and
creation biology so that the principle of discontinuity could be elaborated."
"Discontinuity is the creationist model of biological development," explained Joe.
"Whereas evolution attempts to establish that all life-forms are connected and
related by ancestry, discontinuity tells us that there are different entities.
With discontinuity we see differences among living organisms that we cannot account
for by ancestry. Together the conference scholars built a creation model based on the




Dr. Daniel Estes '74 Dr David Mills '92
C
edarville University recently announced the promotion of two alumni:
Dr. Daniel Estes '74 and Dr. David Mills '92.
Dan has been named associate academic vice president, having
previously served as professor of Bible and assistant academic vice president. As the
associate academic vice president, Dan will advise and assist Academic Vice President
Dr. Duane Wood in academic administration and grant proposals; represent Dr. Wood;
conduct research on academic personnel issues, curricular programs, policies, and
facilities; and chair the department chair committee, among other responsibilities.
He will retain his professor of Bible position.
A resident of Worthington, Ohio, Dan earned his Th.M. at Dallas Theological
Seminary in 1978 and his Ph.D. at Cambridge University in England in 1988. He has
been at Cedarville since 1984.
David has received tenure and has been promoted to associate professor of
philosophy. He will replace Dan as director of the honors program. A resident of
Cedarville, David earned his Ph.D. at The Pennsylvania State University in 2000 and
has been at Cedarville since 1994.
/id You Know?
Your input is important! Visit the alumni Web site at









edarville's new e-mail forwarding service* lets Cedarville University alumni
keep their Cedarville e-mail addresses for life. Once you sign up, any e-mail
sent to your Cedarville University e-mail address will be forwarded to your
Internet Service Provider (ISP) mailbox.
It's free and convenient.
You can keep your Cedarville University connection alive for -.. in a way
that's easy for friends and family to remember. Your Cedarville e-mail address will
never need to change, even if you change your ISP. And you can easily remember
your former classmates' e-mail addresses, since they can sign up, too.
Signing up only takes a few minutes.
To get your Cedarville University e-mail address for life, go to
www.cedarville.edu/dept/ar and select "E-mail forwarding" from the side bar.
* This service does not provide an e-mail account through Cedarville
University; it simply provides a forwarding service to the e-mail account of
your choice.
CEDARVILLE UNIVERSITY
JUNE 30 - JULY 10, 2002
TERRY CHAMBERLAIN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ART
MARTIN CLARK
VICE PRESIDENT FOR DEVELOPMENT
$3,249 FROM NEWARK
If you would like more information,
please call Martin Clark at 1-800-766-1115.
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Alumni Office Update
The Alumni Office Gets a Makeover
Faith Linn '83
Director of Alumni Relations
Following graduation from
Cedarville College with a B.A. in
speech and a platform arts emphasis,
Faith earned an M.A. in theatre arts
at the University of Akron and
continued her theatre career in a
number of settings. In October 1997,
Faith began her career in alumni
relations as the director of alumni relations for Cedarville.
Faith is well-known at Cedarville, having served as guest
coordinator, resident director, and adjunct professor since
1990. Faith also presents workshops and seminars on the
topics of creativity, mentoring, and friendship.
Emily Wiljamaa '98
Assistant Director of Alumni
Relations
Emily began her work in alumni
relations in July 1999. As the
assistant director of alumni relations,
she provides leadership in the
planning and implementation of on-
campus events, plans and coordinates
Homecoming, assists with the
student organization Delta Alpha Epsilon (DAE), and
coordinates the alumni Web site. She is excited about
building and developing a student relations and awareness
program on campus. After graduating from Cedarville
with a degree in organizational communications, Emily
went on to receive her MBA from Tiffin University in
May 1999 while living at home in Findlay, Ohio.
Rachel Puckett '00
Communications Coordinator
Rachel graduated from Cedarville in
June 2000 with a Bible degree in
Christian education/youth and joined
the alumni relations staff in January
2001. As the communications
coordinator, Rachel plans and
oversees all off-campus events
sponsored by alumni relations.
She also serves as the publication coordinator of the
Inspire and as personal assistant to the director. Rachel
will be married in October, and she and her husband-to-be




Stacy is a 2000 graduate of
Cedarville University. After
receiving a B.A. in elementary
education, she spent three months
student-teaching in Durban, South
Africa. Most recently she taught fifth
through ninth grade math, science,
Bible, and computers at New Life
Christian School in Ephrata, Washington. In August, Stacy
became the alumni relations administrative assistant and
moved to Cedarville from her home state of Washington.
Eventually she would like to return to South Africa to




Erica Linafelter is a junior early
childhood education major from
Cincinnati, Ohio. As the student
worker in the alumni relations office,
she is involved with various projects
such as the alumni e-mail directory
and sending out mailings. Erica is
involved in Phi Delta, intramural
soccer, and Delta Alpha Epsilon (DAE). In her free time,
she enjoys rollerblading and playing racquetball.
Megan McMacken Rock '97
Web Site Designer
Megan joined alumni relations on a
volunteer basis in August 1999 when
she offered to update and maintain the
alumni relations Web site. Megan
graduated from Cedarville with a
professional writing degree and
currently works as a technical writer
at FANUC Robotics North America in
Rochester Hills, Michigan. Her husband, John, is pursuing
a bachelor's degree in biblical studies at Rochester
College. When John finishes school, they hope to go into





Several Heritage Alumni reminisced of yesteryear aboard an
old-time passenger car at the Turtle Creek Valley Railway.
Following the train ride through the beautiful southwestern
Ohio countryside, they enjoyed lunch at the historic Golden
Lamb Inn in Lebanon, Ohio.
Alumnae Educators Luncheon
July 9
Twenty-two Heritage alumnae enjoyed reminiscing during the
annual female educators' lunch in the President's Dining
Room. Special guest speaker Doris Ramsey Bovard '41 gave
her presentation "Women Putting Our Stamp on America."
It caused all in attendance to stop and reflect on the past and
the status of women today.
(iIidYouKnow'
CThe FBI recently visited Cedarville University. Doing a routinecheck on one of our alumni who is now employed in the WhiteHouse, they found that everything was fine.
There's No Place Like Home ...
August 15
Truly there is "no place like home." Several Heritage alumni
attended the production of Wizard of Oz at La Comedia Dinner
Theatre in Springboro, Ohio. Prior to following the yellow
brick road, they were treated to a fine feast and ended the day
somewhere over the rainbow.
Upcoming Events
Heritage Reunion at Homecoming 2001
October 12
Don't miss the Heritage Alumni Reunion Luncheon
at Homecoming!
When: Friday, October 12, 11:15 a.m.
Where: President's Dining Room, Stevens Student Center
Plan to come early for the State of the University Address
given by President Dixon at 10 a.m. in the Jeremiah Chapel








Rev. Lynn Rogers '54 is joined by
his wife, La Verne, and co-workers
Andy Chouinard '00, Russ '77
tri
Marlene Bleeker (lark '77, and s
, host of young people enjoypg,
(a i os on Kelleys Is/bail
A Cure for tile Sum 1
C
ampfires, cabins, mosquitos, a thirst
for the word of God ... what is it
about summer church camp that
draws eager young people into this unique
environment? Whatever the appeal, each
summer many youth attend a church camp
and make new friends, have fun, and meet
God in a new way. Indeed, many return as
changed people.
Church camps are familiar territory
within the Cedarville family. Many
Cedarville students leave the campus each
summer to work at church camps. Some
were campers in their youth. Several alums
are now camp directors or full-time
staffers.
So what is it that makes camp so
appealing and rewarding? For those who
have been part of a camp staff, the answer
most always involves changed lives.
Witnessing the change in a camper's life is
a reward many counselors and directors
mention. They say that almost daily they
hear a testimony of how a camper has
accepted Christ. "Sometimes the change is
dramatic—a complete turnaround. Most
often it is watching a camper come back
year after year and grow a little bit more,"
said Bill Roloff '78, executive director of
Skyview Baptist Ranch in Wheelersburg,
Ohio. "Parents will often tell me, 'I don't
know what you did to my child at camp,
but when he came home, he was changed
in some area of his life."
Norm MacKenzie '81 with New Life
Island Regular Baptist Camp in
Frenchtown, New Jersey, echoed Bill's
sentiment. "Listening to campers tell how
their counselor led them to the Lord or
helped them with some other life-changing
decision during the week gives me enough
juice to keep going for a long time," he
shared. "It is amazing that God would
allow me to have a part in a ministry that
has such a profound impact on campers and
staff members. Sometimes I have to pinch
myself to make sure I'm not dreaming."
"It is also rewarding to see counselors
and staff make decisions to serve Christ
around the world as Christian laymen and
laywomen, pastors, and missionaries," said
Gary Storm '77, executive advisor of
Scioto Hills Baptist Camp in Ohio. "There
are former Scioto Hills staff members in
countries such as Egypt, China, Turkey,
Inner City Impact ministries of Chicago,
Cincinnati, and all across America, serving
faithfully in their local churches."
Norm added, "Any survey of those in
full-time Christian service will reveal that
many have made important spiritual
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decisions while at camp." Bill added, "The most obvious
change is to witness the transformation of staff members who
have dedicated themselves to service. You can literally watch
the change in their Christian maturity. They grow through their
labor together, sharing together, and rejoicing together in
ministry. They gain more and more confidence in the power of
the Lord to be used in His service."
Bill shared, "One example is the testimony of a boy who
was encouraged to go to camp by his pastor in 1984, my first
summer at Skyview. His name was David Mullins '96. A few
years later, David applied to be a staff member because he
wanted to give back to Skyview what was given to him by his
counselors. Coming from an unsaved family, he called
Skyview his Christian home. After a couple of years as a staff
member, he went to Cedarville, where most of his counselors
came from each summer. Then he came back as a counselor
and grew in his abilities and confidence in the Lord. In his last
year on summer staff, he was an intern and summer program
director to be used in impacting the lives of campers. Three
years later he was called to be pastor of our local church."
What is it that makes Christian camp so uniquely successful
at reaching youth? Ken Rudolph, renowned youth speaker,
said, "Camp isolates a teen from 'culture crutches' like TV,
computer, and music. They can take the week to focus on
spiritual needs. Taking them out of their comfort zone is key to
getting them to focus on spiritual issues." Camp Patmos'
Executive Director Lynn Rogers '54 added, "The influences on
young people today through television, MTV, CDs, drugs, and
wholesale promiscuous sex are very, very powerful. When
they are in our Christian camp environment, they have to leave
behind those other influences. This then gives them a special
opportunity to respond to the Word of God, and many, many,
many of them do."
Alisia Carlson, a 13-year-old camper who attended Camp
Cherith in Ohio, said that getting away from the day-to-day
influences indeed helped her focus. "It allowed me to think
about how my life is going since I could step away from my
usual routine. I got to meet new people—some who helped
bring me closer to the Lord and others whom I got to witness
to." In response to why camp was more conducive to spiritual
enrichment than church youth activities, Alisia said, "Because
you're there every day, so you're constantly being exposed to
Christian fellowship rather than weekly youth group meetings.
When you live in a cabin, you get close to your bunkmates and
so you talk more and get into other teens' lives, whereas when
you just see them on a weekly basis, you don't get as close."
"Camp is relationships. I view camp as a small-group
discipleship week," added Norm. "Each counselor is given a
group of campers with whom they must build relationships
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that will allow them to lead their campers into a
deeper relationship with God. I believe it is the
influence of a godly counselor that makes camp
effective."
"Summer camp ministries are done in an
environment that fosters learning and growth,"
said Bill. "Campers are challenged with
activities, new experiences, and interactive
learning experiences that bring God's Word to
life." That, he said, is how summer camp
encourages young people to grow in their walk
or leads some to a point of decision. Lynn
added, "The approach at Christian camp, where
they have godly counselors leading them in
devotions twice a day and a camp pastor
preaching the Word twice each day, and where
they are exposed to many other Christian young
people, is a wonderful environment in which to
make life-changing decisions." All of this is
done in an atmosphere of fun and recreation with
a program that reaches youth at their level. That, combined
with worship times of singing and testimonies, makes for a
good environment for campers and staffers alike.
That may be why many Cedarville students spend their
summers working at Christian camps. And that, of course, is a
blessing to the camp directors. Gary boasted, "Ninety percent
of our counselors in the past 25 years have come from
Cedarville University. These young people love Christ and
have a great burden to make Christ known to others. They are
genuine, and youth today are looking for genuine role models
who follow Christ."
Some of these summer camp counselors have gone on to
make working at Christian camp their vocation. Bill explained
that his camping experiences are what contributed to his
becoming a camp director. "The most significant decisions and
spiritual growth in my life as a teen were made as a result of
my four weeks of camp at Skyview growing up," he closed.
"I had a love for God's creation, and the idea of using the
testimony of creation as an outreach tool in a camping ministry
was appealing to me."
For more information on the Christian camps mentioned here:
Camp Cherith — http:11www.campcherith.ws
Camp Patmos — http:11www.camppatmos.com
New Life Island — http:11www.newlifeisland.org
Scioto Hills — http:11www.sciotohills.com
Skyview Ranch — http:11www.skyviewranch.org
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(The Abundant Life Singers)
A Sweet, Sweet Sound
Jim Barnhill, a retired newspaper publisher, is a member of a
hiking club in Yakima, Washington. The group, which is
currently unnamed, is made up primarily of retirees between the
ages of 68 to 80. On July 1, 2001, a group including three
retired medical doctors, a retired school principal, a retired
social worker (along with his wife and two grandchildren
visiting from Arizona), and a seniors pastor and his wife
headed up Mt. Rainier. Jim relates (in a letter sent to Cedarville
University) that this particular hike was certainly one of the
most precious as they met a group of students from a place
unfamiliar to them—Cedarville University.
/
have just returned from a day hike at Mount Rainier
(Washington State) National Park. When you are up close
and near Mount Rainier, you know that you're viewing
God's work.
Monday, on our return hike from the Fremont Lookout, we
encountered some very enthusiastic and well-behaved young
people. We learned the group was from Cedarville University.
Boy, did they do your Cedarville University proud! After
visiting with our group, one of our hikers asked them if they
would sing for us.
Standing there, lined up on the trail, looking out towards
Mount Rainier, the Abundant Life Singers presented two songs
to our group of 11 hikers. I couldn't believe the incredible
harmony and professional poise of the young singers. What an
inspiration! Our hiking group was lined up just a few feet away
across the trail as they responded to our request for a very
special mini-concert. What a great group and what a wonderful
day. Young hikers from a Baptist university in Ohio, sharing
God's praise to a mixed group of Presbyterians and Methodists.
Our new pastor for seniors and his wife were with us.
It was their first time to hike with our group and the first time
they had been up close to Mount Rainier. They moved to
central Washington just five months ago. We wanted to thank
you and the Abundant Life Singers for providing the icing on
the cake for Jim and Betsy Erixson's official welcome to God's
country. Thanks, Cedarville University.
Cedarville University's Abundant Life Singers certainly lived
up to their name Monday while singing on a snow-covered trail
at Mount Rainier National Park. Come to think of it, I may
propose borrowing the name Abundant Life for our group!
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(Alumni Profile: Courtenay Shoaff Atwell '98)
Sharing Her Journey
W
hen Courtenay Shoaff Atwell '98 returned to the
Cedarville Admissions Office after her 1999 summer
missions project, her explanation of how she spent
her summer vacation was unlike most others. Courtenay's is a
tale of adventure and ministry and a story of God's faithfulness
and divine intervention.
Courtenay had traveled to Durban, South Africa with a team
of Cedarville students so that they could minister to the long-
term missionaries there and evangelize the local communities.
As the trip came to a close, Courtenay began thinking that the
trip had been fun, but not as eventful as she had expected.
"On the last day of the trip, July 9, 1999, I prayed and thanked
the Lord for the time we had spent in Durban, but I also shared
with Him that it hadn't been quite the challenge I was hoping
for," Courtenay revealed. "It was wonderful, and I did not
regret it, but it just had not been life-changing. I did not realize
what I was asking for when I prayed that prayer. That very
evening, the entire course of our trip, and my life, drastically
changed."
Courtenay Shoal! Atwell '98 and her father
As the nine-member Cedarville team headed down the
highway on their final night of ministry, their van lost control
and swerved across four lanes of traffic, then skidded up the
concrete barrier and flipped four times before it landed upside
down. Six of the team members crawled out of the mangled
van—the other three could not move. One student had a broken
back. The team co-leader had a lacerated shoulder and a
crushed foot. Courtenay lay in the center of the van and was
completely unrecognizable because of the extent of her
injuries. As the van flipped, her face hit the asphalt through
broken-out windows, causing severe road-burn and wounds.
In the hospital, Courtenay's chest cavity had to be drained
because it filled with blood and was crushing her heart.
She had several blood transfusions and was on a ventilator.
The doctors said they came within seconds of losing her on the
operating table.
"My first clear memory was three days later," Courtenay
recalled. "I saw my parents and I thought, 'My mom and dad
are here in Africa. I must be bad.' I was still on the ventilator,
so I could not talk. I could only think of one thing: 'If I'm this
bad, what about my team?' I was desperate to know if they
were OK, but I couldn't speak. I began writing with my finger
on my sheet and spelled out 'T-E-A-M.' My parents told me
everyone was OK and that I was the worst. What a relief! That
meant that everyone else was alive! Praise God!"
The weeks that followed were filled with many ups and
downs. Courtenay explained, "My wonderful, protective big
brother set my dad up to receive his e-mail from an Internet
connection in Durban, and we received hundreds of letters
from people all over the world who heard about the accident
and were pouring out prayers on our behalf." Courtenay said
the highlight of each day while she was in the hospital was
having her parents read those e-mails to her. "With each person
that wrote," she stated, "I realized how privileged I was to be
blessed with such love and support from the Body of Christ.
Even people in Durban who hardly knew us gave up their time
to minister to my parents."
After leaving Durban, Courtenay recovered in Virginia near
her parents. She returned to work at Cedarville in September,
rejoining another extension of family who had prayed and
ministered to her. "The admissions office staff was very
meaningful to me during the entire experience," Courtenay
shared. One person in particular was meaningful—Jason
Atwell '98. Jason and Courtenay had been good friends while
working together, and Courtenay confessed that it had not been
long before she started to be interested in Jason. He only
considered her a friend. "I tried to hand that to God, to trust
Him for a year, as I battled feelings for Jason," explained
Courtenay. "Then, I went to South Africa. While I was there,
I put Jason out of my mind and concentrated on the ministry.
Continued on page 26
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( Alumni Profile: Brian Blair '83 )
Alaskan Radio Carries the Good News
Christian radio has become a convenience that manybelievers take for granted. Whether you want to listen toChristian music, hear a special sermon by a favorite
speaker, or call in to a program for help on financial or family
concerns, Christian radio is there. Even in Cedarville, CDR's
"The Path," WSRN Student Radio Network, and the newer
sounds of U99.5 have often been heard around the community
and on campus. Christian radio is undoubtedly a part of our
lives.
Just imagine the impact of Christian radio on a place where
there are no churches or where the few churches that do exist
are often very small and struggling ... a place that is so vast
with weather so rough that the churches can only be reached by
airplane or boat or dog sled ... a place where most villages will
never have a self-supporting church with their own full-time
pastor. Is this some far-off nation or distant continent? No, this
is rural Alaska.
For Brian Blair '83, Christian radio has been a part of his life
for at least 20 years. As a broadcasting major, he spent many
hours in the studio and continued working at CDR immediately
upon graduation. Brian's radio career has opened up many
opportunities for him and has shown him how God has
uniquely gifted him and designed him for ministry. Blind from
infancy, working in radio was a perfect way for Brian to
incorporate his love of music (he is an accomplished pianist),
his fine broadcasting voice, and his love of God and Christian
principles.
Jon Skillman '67 worked with Brian at CDR for several years
before taking a short-term missions trip to Alaska in 1995.
When he returned, Jon told Brian of the
many opportunities to minister through
Christian radio in Alaska. Jon and his
wife, Katy (Griffin) '69, returned to
Alaska as full-time missionaries shortly
thereafter, and the seed was planted in
Brian's mind and heart.
Upon receiving a letter from the
Skillmans, Brian learned of the great need
for workers, and he decided to contact the
director of Voice for Christ Ministries to
see how he might help on a short-term
basis. On August 17, 1999, Brian, his
wife, Laurie (Wagner) '83, and their
children headed to Nenana, Alaska for a
one-month adventure in ministry. While
there, Brian worked at the I Am Radio
Network, which consists of stations in
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Nenana, Bethel, Tanana Ruby, and Bettles. In addition to
providing hourly weather forecasts, a community calendar
program, and various "spots," Brian and his family attended a
small church in Anderson, Alaska, where Brian played the
piano.
"We were impressed with the great need for workers at Voice
for Christ. There were not enough people to staff the ministry,"
Brian stated. "These stations reach into areas where there is no
other station—Christian or secular—available. There is a wide
open door for ministry to people who need to hear the Gospel,
and they listen because the broadcasts provide programming to
meet the needs of rural Alaska." The Blairs could feel their
hearts being pulled toward full-time missions.
They left Alaska with a burden to return and have a part in
the ministry there. In the months that followed, they prayed and
sought counsel and direction from their church. Brian stated,
"We believe God has burdened us for the work in Alaska and
has given us abilities we can use to His glory in this work."
The Blairs are now in the process of seeking churches and
individuals to be part of their support team; they will begin
visiting churches this fall.
The mission of Voice for Christ is to reach rural Alaska with
the Gospel of Christ. "Because radio is serving the people of
rural Alaska, barriers have been removed and Voice for Christ
staff have been welcomed by native American villages which
previously wanted nothing to do with white people," Brian
said. "People are getting saved, and the radio ministry is
opening opportunities for one-on-one contacts. We are praying
that God will send more laborers into this harvest."
Brian '83 and Laurie Wagner Blair '83 with (left to right) Gabriella, Elliott, Joel, and Elisha.
Alumni Profile: Todd Stach '94
Becoming a World Servant
Todd Stach '94 shares about his June 2001 missions trip to
Kosovo. Todd is the station manager of WAY-FM in
Fort Myers, Florida.
The Christian radio station where I work teams with World
Servants each year for a mission trip. Listeners and staff
members are challenged to make a difference in their world as
they return from a cross-cultural experience.
This year we served in war-torn Kosovo. We saw
destruction, heard stories of death, and were surrounded by
NATO peace-keeping forces. One goal was to work beside the
local people and rebuild a small medical clinic. Above all, we
went to show God's love to the mostly Muslim community by
serving them.
In America, we excel at teaching, leading, and preaching.
We have been trained to take charge and to accomplish our
goals as quickly as possible. Becoming a world servant
requires you to be a learner, servant, and storyteller.
A misconception many of us have is that we tend to picture
God interacting only in our culture. For example, we may believe
that He looks like us and talks like us. For Christian radio staff
members and listeners who become world servants, you discover
quickly that God is active outside of the United States.
This international mission trip changed my world view.
My life before I stepped on the airplane has disappeared
forever.
I left the overseas culture impacted by God's incredible love,
and by the people whom I tried so passionately to serve.
My experience reached the depths of my soul, which makes
me much more appreciative and thankful.
I see no greater potential impact on a Christian's life than to
step out of one's comfort zone and totally trust God in another
culture. Words cannot adequately describe a mission trip's
impact. You attempt to explain a child's happiness or a
grandfather's resilience in a war torn culture. Yet with tears in
your eyes and your heart overwhelmed with emotions, you can
only tell others of God's faithfulness, grace, and goodness.
Fortunately, you have just reached the exact point of
brokenness where God desires you to live—always giving Him
the credit for every experience, accomplishment, blessing, and
change in your life.
I have come to realize that the impact from an international
mission trip fulfills the Great Commission in its greatest form.
For photos, videos, and a newspaper story about our trip,







Todd Stach '94 (sporting a goatee and gray T-shirt) poses with Kosovar student translators, other Americans, and Austrian peacekeeping troops on top of a NATO tank.
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(Alumni Profile: Jim Cato '83Th
Make A Joyful Noise
T
he prayer found in I Chronicles 4:10 ("Oh that thou
wouldst bless me indeed, and enlarge my coast, and
that thine hand might be with me ...") echoes
throughout the ministry that God has entrusted to Jim Cato.
Because of Jim's dedication to the pursuit of worship, God
continues to enlarge his "coast" far beyond his individual
endeavors to reach throughout the United States and beyond.
Many Cedarville University alumni know Jim through his
direction of the University's music ministry teams. Others
may recognize his name through his involvement with events
such as the General
Association of Regular Baptist
Churches Annual Conference
or the Evangelical Baptist
Missions Conference. Still
others have been individually
influenced and mentored
under Jim's leadership.
However, most do not know
that Jim's journey to
Cedarville began in 1974
while attending Faith Baptist
Bible College in Ankeny,
Iowa. After attending FBBC
for three years, Jim left
school, married Melody Gray,
and worked an assortment of
jobs, including construction
and clothing retail. Feeling
adrift, Jim was not sure what
would come next.
Mark McDougal '78, a
college buddy from Iowa, had
recently relocated to Ohio to
finish his degree at Cedarville.
He was working as the
intramural sports director and
insisted that this small town in
Ohio was the place for Jim.
On faith, Jim and Melody
Jim's life is undeniably characterized by his passion for
worship. Worship is the essence of his ministry and the
driving force behind all that he pursues. Jim can recall a point
in his life when he sought God's specific purpose and
direction. The answer was threefold: Find out how to worship
God, do it, and teach others to do it. This divine call adds a
unique and imperative facet to his ministry. Jim does not
consider his job to be just putting teams on the road or
leading congregational singing. Rather, he believes it is his
responsibility to make disciples of worship who will, in turn,
spread that passion to churches
across America.
When asked to give his
personal definition of worship,
Jim replied, "I hesitate to try
and define worship with one
single statement. But if I must,
I would say that for me, to
worship is learning to respond
with all that I am to all that
God is." Those who know Jim
may hear his voice echoing
through those words with the
sincerity and intensity of his
love for Christ that marks his
life with such distinction.
"Even though I am heavily
involved in music, my
understanding of worship has
grown deeper so that I must
include obedience and
sacrifice as well as music."
These two principles,
obedience and sacrifice, are
integral pieces to Jim's
theology. His beliefs are based
firmly in three passages of
Scripture. First, in Genesis
22:1-19, Abraham is
commanded by God to offer
packed everything they owned and moved to Cedarville,
Ohio, a small town they had never set foot in and knew
virtually nothing about. In 1983, Jim received his bachelor of
arts degree in music and began working for CDR Radio.
Then, in 1986, he accepted a position with the Division of
Christian Ministries to work with the music teams.
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his precious sacrifice on Mt. Moriah. When speaking to his
servant, Abraham refers to this sacrificial act of obedience in
saying, "We will worship ..." (Gen. 22:5). Second, Romans
12:1-2 gives the challenge to be living sacrifices. Paul's
appeal to offer ourselves because it is our "spiritual act of
worship" also conveys great sacrifice. Finally, Christ himself
Continued on page 26
(Alumni Profile: Larry '92N and Kate Rockey Gross '91)
Vacationing With A Purpose
Larry '92N and Kate Rockey Gross '91 with their children
(left to right) Elya, Micah, Jocelyn, and Kaitlyn
W
hen you think of summer vacation, what comes to
mind? Beaches, amusement parks, or camping?
Have you ever thought of taking a "Vacation with a
Purpose" (VWAP)? Years ago, Larry '92N and Kate Rockey
Gross '91 were challenged with the VWAP concept, and it has
literally changed their lives.
The Grosses related, "Our first time looking into a VWAP
was with missionaries from Quito, Ecuador, whom we met at
our church in Sacramento, California." However, amidst a job
change and a move back to Washington state, their VWAP
didn't work out.
"The next time we thought about VWAP, we were ready
for an extended break from two years of long work hours
at the company where Larry worked," they explained.
"We considered where we could spend a VWAP. Kate
contacted Bobby and Jen Sainato Parschauer '91, who were
appointed to Word of Life (WOL) Austria and arrived there in
August 1997. Planning five months in advance, we scheduled
our first trip to Austria for February 1999."
Taking their nine-month-old son with them, the Grosses left
their two-year-old and four-year-old daughters with family and
headed to Austria for ten days. While in Austria, Larry and
Kate helped with the youth winter camp, handled some
business affairs for the organization of WOL Austria, did some
computer work, and facilitated a Bible study for the WOL staff.
This first VWAP had such an impact in the Grosses' lives that
they committed themselves to doing more and to including
their children. "We believe, as Christians, that we are stewards
of what God has given us, including money, time, talents, and
family," they stated. With that in mind, they decided it was
time for Larry to start his own electrical engineering consulting
business. "Many factors were involved in this decision, but one
key factor was the possibility of more opportunity for short-
term ministries," continued Larry and Kate. "Our VWAP
concept took the next step. It was no longer limited to a one- or
two-week vacation."
In mid-2000, Larry and Kate decided to plan another VWAP
for 2001, but this one was going to be longer and they would
take the kids. With the children out of school, the summer was
the best time to be gone for an extended period of time.
Planning began by addressing the financial issues, the language
issues, and the availability issues. Financially, they decided to
support themselves. They took German 101 at a local
university to help with the language issues. Working with the
Parschauers on the timing, they made plans to help with the
summer 2001 construction project. They would spend three and
a half weeks in Austria, and Larry would help with construction
while Kate would help with meals for the work crews.
When asked to share their reason for including the children,
the Grosses replied, "Just like we want to expose our children
to various sports, music, and other activities, we want to expose
them to different ministries and missions. We want them to
realize that there are many types of missionaries and ministries
beyond our own stereotypes. We want them to understand
through VWAP and through other local ministries that we are
stewards of all God has given us. It's hard for us as adults, but
even harder for kids to realize that it is OK to give up some
personal things to be a part of God's ministry. Vacations are
important for families. Vacations are a time when everyone gets
a break from what they do on a day-to-day basis and does
something different. We want to be together as a family for key
vacations. We do take those typical vacations and visit family
or go camping, but sometimes we want to have a specific
eternal purpose for the vacation. Including the entire family
helps with the logistics, but it also has value in rearing our
children."
If you are considering a VWAP for your family, the Grosses
suggest the following:
Before deciding where to go:
1. Look for preplanned, scheduled ministry
opportunities (such as Word of Life's Nehemiah network).
2. Financially support the ministry.
3. Get to know the ministry and the missionaries.
4. Let friends and family know ahead of time so they can
help with finances and other logistics.
5. Research the culture or ask the missionaries for
do's and don'ts.
Continued on page 26
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Alumnotes
The Truth of A
Hero Revealed
BANDDIBROMERS
The heart of the late Robert Rader '50 carried
stories and memories which may have been unknown
to many of his Cedarville classmates. A World War II
veteran, Robert had served in Easy Company, 506th
Regiment of the 101st Airborne, before attending
Cedarville College.
"We all knew he had crippled knees from jumping
out of airplanes, but we knew little about his heroics
as a member of the 101st Airborne," shared Jim
Wisecup '50.
A new book and movie may shed light on Robert's
wartime experiences. Before he passed away, Robert
was interviewed several times by Stephen Ambrose,
author of best-selling books such as Undaunted
Courage and Citizen Soldiers. Ambrose has included
Rader in his latest military history book Band of
Brothers. Band of Brothers, which hit bookstores in
June 2001, uses the journals, letters, and words of
E Company veterans to share their story of
parachuting into occupied France on the morning of
D-Day and attempting to capture the Eagle's Nest
(Hitler's headquarters). Robert is mentioned in the
index of this book numerous times.
The book is actually a companion to an HBO mini-
series by the same name, which began airing
September 9, 2001. Tom Hanks and Steven Spielberg
are executive producers of this 10-hour mini-series.
Originally from southern Ohio, Robert pursued a
teaching career in California after graduation from
Cedarville. He taught handicapped children in Paso
Robles High School for more than 30 years. Robert is
survived by his wife, Lucille.
60s
Jeannie Lockerbie Stephenson '61 and her husband,
Wally, enjoy speaking to audiences about helping hurting
people. They are amazed and humbled by how God can turn
adversity into a ministry for His glory.
Carole Lanius Shelton '62 is a social service specialist
with the Cabinet for Families and Children for Kentucky and
received the 2000 Kentucky Children's Protective Service
Award. Carole has spent 18 years investigating child abuse
and neglect, and for the last four years she has been a
specialist in child and adult protective services.
Irene Benson '63 and other team members anxiously
await the Bible in the Waiwai language. This will be one of
the very first complete Bibles in a Brazilian Indian language.
Irene and her team members are preparing to teach the
people how to use their Bibles effectively.
Mary '65 and Joan Carter Stephens '65 share that the
program for providing needy national pastors with basic
libraries has been able to send out more than 150 libraries.
The staff at Editorial Bautista Independiente enjoys
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Yellow Jackets Return in
Head Coaching Roles
Two Cedarville graduates have recently taken to the
soccer field and golf course as the newest members of
the Yellow Jacket coaching staff. Ben Belleman '79
has become the new head men's soccer coach, and
Ryan Bowen '91 has been named head men's golf
coach.
Ben, who played soccer for
the Yellow Jackets from 1975-
1978, has spent the past 18
years at Cuyahoga Valley
Christian Academy in Ohio,
where he served as athletic
director and won 205 matches
as the boys' head soccer
coach. Ben developed (VCA
into one of the top high school soccer programs in
northeast Ohio, with 12 years of winning seasons and
five Tri-County Soccer League titles. He previously
spent three years coaching and teaching at Temple
Christian School in Michigan.
Ben and his wife, Amy (Plaggemars) '82, have
three children, Andrew (17), Chelsea (13), and Alex (10).
Ryan Bowen, a varsity golf performer from 1988
through 1991, was the squad's top player his final
three seasons. He was a two-time All-NAIA District 22
performer, earned All-Mid-
Ohio Conference recognition
once, and was a member of an
NCCAA Midwest Region
championship team.
Ryan is in his sixth year as
a senior analyst in the
University's computer services
department. He is completing
work on a master's degree in
business administration from Wright State University.
Ryan and his wife, Monica (James) '92, reside
in Cedarville with their children, Zachary (6) and
Macy (3).
In addition, Kirk Martin '76 was named head
women's basketball coach (as mentioned in the
Summer 2001 Inspire). We wish all three the best in
their new coaching careers here at Cedarville
University. For more information, please visit the
Cedarville University Athletic Department Web site at
http://yellowjackets.cedarville.edu.
presenting their work and ministry to area churches in
Florida.
Joyce Rudduck '66 serves in Bangladesh with ABWE.
She enjoyed visiting with alumni from the executive
committee of the Asia Baptist Theological Seminary in
March.
Grace Trimble Kintner '67N and her husband, Dave,
spent three months during the summer in south Brazil, filling
in for another missionary. They were excited that God led
them back to Brazil.
John Rueck '68 and his wife, Faye, work with Child
Evangelism Fellowship in Hungary. This summer was spent
organizing Five-Day Clubs and preparing for the camp
ministry. Their goal was to evangelize children and link them
with a local church.
Nancy Towle Jones '69 and her husband, Roy, have moved
to Campo Real, Spain. They are excited about the possibilities
this new location has to offer. They rejoice that their former
church in Coslada now has Spanish leadership.
70s
Edie Phillips Sartor '70 and her husband, Tom, enjoy
serving in Bangladesh. Edie is excited that the second hook in
the Muslimani primer series is close to completion.
Beverlee Mason Warren '70 was recently awarded the
Medical Library Association's 2001 Scholarship at the MLA
Conference in Orlando, Florida. Beverlee has a master of arts
degree in speech pathology and is currently a graduate medical
informatics student in the School of Library and Information
Science at the University of North Texas. She works as a
reference assistant at Baylor Health Sciences in Dallas, Texas.
Beverlee and her husband, Timothy '69, have three children.
Nancy Brown Harrigan '71 and her husband, Mike, rejoice
that their church was able to celebrate its 15th anniversary in
June, despite the flooding of the church the week before.
Linda Betts Duffield '72 and her husband, Ken, are
thankful for the many workers who prayed, gave, and came
to Mexico to help them construct Prophets Bible Institute.
They held a special day camp in August to acquaint prospective
students with the Bible Institute.
Beverly Fields Mohat '75 received her master of English
degree in June 2000 from the University of Cincinnati, where
she is now an adjunct teacher.
Sallie Pickard Fogle '77N and her husband, Larry, praise
the Lord for what He is doing at Bibles International. One new
Bible translation was published early this year, and another
translation is close to completion. They are pleased that
churches are responding well to the "Team-Adoption" program
for new translations.
Marty '78 and Denise Gawthrop Shaw '78 are holding a
small group meeting of about eight women in their home on
Thursday mornings. They are hoping that the ladies will be able
to reach their families for Christ. Denise is excited about a
request to start another Quilt Outreach class in another
neighborhood.
Mark '79 and Debbie Hall Seymour '83N share that
Mark was able to be in Chad, Africa for six weeks this summer.
He and a team of electricians installed four dental units for the
medical work. Also, Mark was able to do some repairs in their
house since the roof was blown off in March.
Warren Throckmorton '79 released an extended play
compact disc of original songs on mp3.com in March. His song,
"Near the Son," reached the top spot on mp3.com's Christian
rock chart in April. Another song, "Play With Me," took the top
ranking on the Family Music chart of mp3.com in May. Warren
lives in Grove City, Pennsylvania, where he is director of
counseling at Grove City College. For more information, or to
order his compact disc, visit www.mp3.com/throckmorton.
80s
Valde Garcia '81 was recently elected to the Michigan State
Senate and was appointed by President Bush to the Presidential
Commission of White House Fellows. He was also promoted to
lieutenant colonel in the Michigan National Guard.
Tom Ahlgrim '82 is the insurance department supervisor at
National City Mortgage corporate headquarters. He and his
family reside in Cedarville, Ohio.
Ron Hobar '82 and his family had the opportunity to attend
the Campus Crusade for Christ national training conference this
past spring. Ron is receiving training and conducting research in
video production and digital editing.







Mission. John will be
involved in church planting, with hopes of one day having
an international church established. Robin continues to
home-school their three children, J.D. (12), Tiara (9), and
Ariana (5). They currently reside in Roselle, Illinois.
Joe '83 and Carla Marling
Griffin '83 announce the birth of
Risa Grace on October 2, 2000.
Big brothers Chris (10) and
David (7) prayed for her safe
arrival. They reside in East Point,
Georgia.
Curtis '83 and Carol Stoltzfus Hoke '82 announce
the birth and adoption of Jesse Andrew on March 13,
2001. He joins his sisters, Cindy (12) and Abby (3), in
Elverson, Pennsylvania.
Debbie Dower '84 is thankful for the students at Black
Forest Academy (Germany) and the impact they have on
her life. She enjoys helping the seniors by proofreading
their essays because it allows her to obtain an inside view
of their lives.
Tim '84 and Alice Boyd Dysert '84 continue to make
plans to depart for Spain by December 2001. They were
thrilled to be able to go on a missions trip to Madrid in
June with one of their supporting churches.
Rebekah Jewell '84 and
Mario Cruz were married
February 17, 2001 at Gulf view
Grace Brethren Church in Port
Richey, Florida. Rebekah is in
her third year of teaching at
Grace Christian School in
Hudson, Florida. The couple
has settled in Port Richey.
Dale Moore '86 was
presented the 2001 Science
Teacher of the Year Award
from Northern Michigan University's Sigma Xi
Organization in April 2001. Each year, Sigma Xi
recognizes one math or science teacher from the Upper
Peninsula who promotes honor and enthusiasm in the
fields of science and engineering research. Dale has been
teaching junior and senior high science classes at Engadine
Consolidated Schools in Engadine, Michigan for the past
five years. He and his wife, Kame, have two children,
Daniel (12) and Heather (9).
Vanliere Brings Out
The Christmas Shoes
If you enjoy the chart-topping tune "The Christmas
Shoes" by NewSong, chances are you will be interested
in the latest novel by Donna Payne Vanliere '89,
The Christmas Shoes. "Eddie Carswell of NewSong played
the song for me when it was still in the working stage,"
Donna recalled. "I thought the song was the perfect
story to be turned into a book."
Donna's book tells the tale of Robert, a successful
attorney who has everything in life—and nothing at all.
Focused on professional achievement and material
rewards, Robert is on the brink of losing his marriage.
He has lost sight of his wife, Kate, their two daughters,
and ultimately himself.
Eight-year-old Nathan has a beloved mother, Maggie,
whom he is losing to cancer. But Nathan and his family
are building a simple yet full life and struggling to hold
onto every moment they have together.
A chance meeting on Christmas Eve brings Robert and
Nathan together. Robert is shopping for a family he
hardly knows, and Nathan is shopping for a mother he is
soon to lose. In this one encounter, their lives are forever
altered as Robert learns an important lesson—
sometimes the smallest things can make all the
difference. The Christmas Shoes is a universal story of
the deeper meaning of serendipity, a tale of our shared
humanity, and of how a power greater than ourselves
can shape, and even save, our lives.
The Christmas Shoes marks Donna's third published
book. Her first book, Sheltering Trees: The Power,
Promise and Refuge of Friendship, contains inspiring
stories of friendship from well-known artists, speakers,
and authors like Point of Grace, luci Swindoll, Rebecca
St. James, Randy Travis, and many others. Donna's
second book, They Walked with Him, contains poignant
stories based on the lives of the apostles.
Both Sheltering Trees: The Power, Promise and Refuge
of Friendship and They Walked with Him can be found or
ordered through your local Christian bookstore,
www.amazon.com, or www.barnesandnoble.com.
The Christmas Shoes will be available in October 2001 at
all major bookstores, along with Wal-Mart, KMart, and
Target.
Dave '87 and Vol Hite Smallman '85 are thankful
for a missionary team and a group of believers from
Campinas who surveyed about 1000 people in Bauru,
Brazil, to gather information that will help in planning
the first new church.
Tim '88 and Connie Harvey Gault '88 are stationed
in Norfolk, Virginia, where Tim is the chaplain for
Destroyer Squadron 28. In March 2001, Tim graduated
from the Naval Chaplains School in Newport, Rhode Island.
Jill Slayton Puett '88 and her husband, Stephen,
serve with Unevangelized Fields Missions (UFM) in
Guyana. In June, Jill accompanied some Guyanese ladies
on a Ladies Retreat to Trinidad.
Mark Baker '89 and his wife, Yvonne, announce the
birth of their daughter, Brynn Anmei, on April 6, 2001.
They reside in Kirkland, Washington.
90s
Jon '90 and Lori Rogers Haskell '90 were involved in
many activities in Hungary this summer. They held a four-
week evangelism program that included using English as an
opportunity to build relationships. Simultaneously, they held a
two-week Vacation Bible School, which is the first time they
have tried a program targeted at children.
Carol Holtz '90 is the office manager for Legacy Five, a
southern gospel quartet. She is a member of Thompson
Station Baptist Church and resides in Franklin, Tennessee.
Mary Price Homoelle '90 and her husband, David,
announce the birth of Benjamin Price on April 6, 2001.
He was welcomed home by his siblings, Mary Jo (7),
George (5), and Samuel (3).
Jill Scowcroft Keel '90 and her husband, David,
announce the birth of Dylan Luke. He was born April 3, 2001
and joins his three brothers, Caleb (5), Tyler (3), and
Jakob (2), at home in Leesburg, Virginia.
Dan Rambow '90 serves with Latin America Mission in
Venezuela. He is the pastor of Valencia Community Church
and is really enjoying this new ministry capacity. The church is
a neat way to reach his target group within Venezuela
because many people come just to practice listening to
English.
Todd Seljan '90 and his wife,
Deneen, announce the birth of Elyssa
Saye on April 1, 2000. Todd and
Deneen were married December 5,
1998 and now reside in Bay Village,
Ohio. Todd is an expeditor for
Aluminum Line Products, and Deneen
has resigned from teaching high
school English
and journalism
to stay home with Elyssa. Deneen has
teamed up with another stay-at-home
mom to form Photos Forever Video.
They transfer old photos and video to
digital or compact disc format. Todd
loves being a dad and in his spare
time gives pitching lessons to local
students.
Robert Blenis '91 and his
wife, Karen, announce the
birth of Danielle Faith on
December 19, 2000. They
serve as the singles ministry
leaders at Northside Baptist,
where Scott Boggs '88 is
the pastor. Robert and Karen
reside in St. Petersburg, Florida.
Inspire 23
Andrew Cook '91 is a teacher at Bethel
Baptist Christian Academy. He and his
wife, Mara Blackburn Cook '91, have
three children, Alyssa (6), Jonathan (4),
and Rebecca (2), and reside in Panama,
New York.
Dwight '91 and Kari Kaelber Davidson '93
recently traveled to Yokohama, Japan to serve as
missionaries through the American Baptist Churches/USA,
in partnership with the Japan Baptist Union (JBU).
In addition to working with the local church, Dwight
is the school chaplain and teaches Bible, and they both
teach English at Kanto Gakuin University, an educational









2001 and was welcomed home by his brothers, Bradley
(3) and Andrew (2). Eric is an assistant manager of CDR
Radio. They reside in Cedarville, Ohio.
Wendy Miller Orchard '91 and her husband, Paul,
announce the birth of Trevor Michael on April 7, 2001.
Big brothers Brendan and Ryan welcomed him home in
Xenia, Ohio. Paul and Wendy both work for Cedarville
University, where Paul is assistant professor of exercise
and sport science in the athletic department, and Wendy
assists with publications in the development division.
Jen Sainato Parschauer '91 and her husband, Bobby,
continue serving in Austria where he directs Word of Life's
ministry. They are in the midst of renovating a 400-year
old manor and a 22-acre property in Villach, Austria. The
manor was once used as a retirement home for the eight
pioneer missionaries of the Holland Mission. Larry '92N
and Kate Rockey Gross '91 spent several weeks in
June helping the Parschauers with their ministry. The
Parschauer children, Shelby, Daniel, and new sister Kristine
Noel, thoroughly enjoyed the company of the Gross family.
Bobby and Jen also greatly appreciated their tremendous
efforts in assisting with their ministry.
Wendell '91N and Christine Rober Strutz '90
announce the birth of Olivia Christine on March 19, 2001.
She joins Wendell 11 (7), Madeleine (4), and Harrison (2),
at home in Plymouth, Wisconsin.
Sue Rogers Wolcott '91 and her husband, Jess,
announce the birth of Bethany Jane. She was born
February 1, 2001 and was welcomed home by her big
sisters, Emily (4) and Sara (1). Sue is the marketing
manager at Bedore Tours, Inc. in Niagara Falls, New York.
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Michael '92 and Adrienne
Seitz Crace '92 announce the
birth of Nadia Danielle on
December 14, 2000. Michael
teaches ESL in the Columbus
City Schools, and Adrienne
teaches fifth grade at London Elementary. Adrienne
received her master of education degree in curriculum and
instruction from Ashland University (Ohio) in August 2000.
They reside in Columbus, Ohio and are active members of
Northwest Bible Church.
Lucinda Green Fleming '92 received her master of
education degree from Wright State University (Ohio) in
June 2001. She teaches English at Riverside High School
and resides in Bellefontaine, Ohio.
Larry '92N and Kate Rockey Gross '91 announce
the birth of Jocelyn Ranee Gross on November 14, 2000.
She was welcomed home by siblings Elya, Kaitlyn, and
Micah.
Becky Reich Hannon '92 and her husband, David,
spent the summer reaching children in New York City with
the Gospel. They minister with Children's Bible Fellowship.
Brian '92 and Dana Guy Phipps '90 are excited
about how much their congregation is growing in
knowledge. They have recently started their first in-depth,
verse-by-verse, study of the book of Philippians on Sunday
mornings. Brian and Dana have two boys, Taylor (5) and
Tyson (3), and live in Turkey.
Jonathan '92 and Cindy Adolph
Smith '92 announce the birth of
Karissa Natania on November 9, 2000.
They share that Karissa is an answer to
seven years of prayers. Jonathan is a
firefighter with the Cincinnati fire
division, and Cindy stays at home.
They reside in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Matthew '93 and Wendy Walters Martens '94
have moved to Washington, D.C. so that Matthew could
take a position in the Bush administration. Matthew serves
as counsel to the assistant attorney general for the
criminal division at the U.S. Department of Justice.
He recently spoke on behalf of the Department of Justice
to an assembly of pro-family groups at Focus on the
Family's headquarters in Colorado Springs, Colorado,
concerning the federal criminal prosecution of obscenity.
Wendy stays at home with their son, Ian Tyler (2).
Casey '93 and Michelle Gaffner
Wood '92 announce the birth of
Adam Casey on November 22, 2000.
Casey is the assistant principal at
Washington High School in Washington
Court House, Ohio. Michelle is an
assistant professor in the language and
literature department at Cedarville University. The family
lives in Cedarville, but will be moving to Washington Court
House in October. The grandparents are David '69 and
Marlene Schonscheck Gaffner '68 and Duane and
Sherrie Wood of Cedarville University.
Brenda Woods '93 received her master's degree in
curriculum and teaching from Columbia University in May
2001. She teaches fourth grade at the Geneva School of
Manhattan and is also the dean of the elementary school.
She resides in Bronx, New York.
Jeff '93 and Adrienne Butterfield
Zwart '92 announce the birth of
Henry David on March 23, 2001.
Jeff and Adrienne reside in Massillon,
Ohio, where Jeff has recently opened a




Hoy '94 announce the birth of
Whitney Elizabeth on February 18,
2001. Lorraine considers it a great
privilege to be a stay-at-home mom
after five years of elementary school
teaching. Timothy has served as
principal at Heritage Christian School in Tacoma,
Washington since 1998. He recently accepted the position
of superintendent of Tacoma Baptist Schools (TBS). TBS is
an ACSI-accredited school that serves approximately 550
students in pre-kindergarten through twelfth grade in the
region. Timothy is only the second superintendent in TBS's
40-year history. The Hays reside in University Place,
Washington.
Joseph '94 and Melanie Dawson
Lausin '95 announce the birth of
Benjamin Joseph on December 2,
2000. Joe is working on the Lausin
family dairy farm, and Melanie has
resigned from teaching to stay at





Jay LeBlanc '94 and his
wife, Shannon, announce the
birth of Madison Elizabeth on
July 10, 2001. Maddie was
welcomed home by her sister,
McKenna (2), in Miamisburg,
Ohio. Jay is the worship pastor
at Far Hills Baptist Church.
Yolanda Everson Lowe '94 and her
husband, Matthew, announce the birth of
Melody Elizabeth. She was born
September 29, 2000 and joins her
brother, Jacob (3), in Warren, Ohio.
Yolanda works part-time in the
rehabilitation unit at the local hospital.
Jeff Miller '94 and
Kendra Krick '99 were married July
30, 2000. Several Cedarville alumni
participated in the wedding. Jeff and
Kendra reside in Dallas, Texas.
Brenda Sprankle '94 reports that
the door has been closed to the English
teaching ministry in the village public
school in Hungary. However, she is
thankful for the relationships that have continued since
this closing. She was very pleased to have her sister,
Carolyn Sprankle '01, spend two months with her this
past spring teaching English classes in the Bible school.
Brenda works with Word of Life Hungary.
Troy Hamilton '95 and his wife, Beth, were married on
June 24, 2000 at Three Rivers Baptist Church in Columbia,
South Carolina. They enjoyed a honeymoon on the island
of St. Lucia in the Caribbean and have made their home in
Columbia. Troy is the director of youth and evangelism at
Three Rivers Baptist.
Mark '95 and JaneIle Hiller Mazelin '95 announce
the birth of Claire Anne. She was born May 19, 2001
and joins her sister, Caitlin (2), at home in Cedarville,
Ohio. Mark is the assistant network coordinator in the
computer services department at Cedarville University.
Sarah Moseley '95 is pursuing a degree in women's
ministry at Dallas Theological Seminary.
Michael Pasquale '95 received his doctorate in
linguistics from Michigan State University in May 2001.
He is an assistant professor of English at Cornerstone
University. He and his wife, Monica Bolet
Pasquale '91, live in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Brian Burns '96 has been named grant coordinator at
Cedarville University. In this new position in the
development division, he will research potential and
current donors for the University. Brian shared, "God
has truly blessed me since I graduated from Cedarville.
I have had three wonderful jobs in Christian ministry
organizations, and I have gained the appropriate
information I need to be able to do the job the Lord has










participated in the wedding. After a honeymoon in
St. Lucia, the couple has made their home in Hilliard, Ohio.
Kristen Houlihan '96
and Mick Marjama were
married February 3,
2001 in an outdoor
setting at the Jacaranda
Country Club in
Plantation, Florida.
They enjoyed a honeymoon in St. Lucia before returning
home to Davie, Florida, where Mick is a contractor for a
sandblasting company, and Kristen is a nurse practitioner
in a family practice office.
Jennifer Yaggi '96 and Jim Bates were married in
October 2000. They reside in Othello, Washington.
Melisa Young '96 received her master's degree in
education science fom the University of Dayton in
December 2000. She is the kindergarten teacher at
Horace Mann in Springfield, Ohio and has recently
accepted an associate position with the new
Springfield/Wittenberg University Teacher Institute.
Joy Beitler '97 received her master of arts degree in
biblical counseling from Dallas Theological Seminary in
May 2001. She is a member of the Heritage Christian
Union Church of Forest, Ohio.
Scott Borling '97 received his master of arts degree
in medieval studies from Western Michigan University in
2001. He works in the archives and records department
for the city of Kalamazoo, Michigan.
Eric Johnson '97 and
Johanna Chang '95
were married September 3,
2000 at Harvest Bible
Chapel in Rolling Meadows,
Illinois. Many Cedarville
alumni participated in the
wedding. After a honeymoon in Jamaica, the Johnsons
made their home in Wheeling, Illinois. They attend
Harvest Bible Chapel, where Johanna serves as part of
the praise and worship team, and Eric is part of the video
production team. Johanna works in the welfare and
benefits department at Allstate, and Eric is an
underwriting assistant for Zurich North America.
Josh '97 and Susan Hunsaker Nelson '97
announce the birth of Jenna Marie on July 4, 2001.
Josh is a network technician in the computer services
department at Cedarville University, and Susan is staying
at home with Jenna in Springfield, Ohio. Proud
grandparents are David '72 and Becky Hull Nelson '72.
Sam Olsen '97 graduated from East Tennessee State
University College of Medicine in May 2001, and his wife,
Rachel Wirt Olsen '97, graduated from physical
therapist assistant school. They have moved to Roanoke,
Virginia, where Sam will be attending the University of
Virginia at Roanoke in a residency position in internal
medicine.
Chris Prediger '97 and his wife,
Renee, announce the birth of Bethany
Suzanne on May 1, 2001. They reside
in Columbus, Ohio.
Matt '98 and Marie
Lyons Beck '98 are church planting
missionaries with Northwest Baptist
Home Mission. Matt is an associate
pastor for a new work in Port Orchard, Washington.
They are praying about starting public services in
January 2002.
Jill Rynerson Chartrand '98 and
her husband, Nathan, announce the
birth of CaIli Ashlyn on August 22,
2000. Nathan is a computer
programmer with Snyders Drug Stores,
and Jill is an adoption social worker
with Crossroads Adoption Services.
They reside in Shakopee, Minnesota.
Paul DeKruyter '98 and Krissy
Brown '97 were married April 15,
2000 at Immanuel Baptist Church in
Holland, Michigan. They enjoyed a
honeymoon on the island of
Eleuthera in the Bahamas before
returning home to Holland, where
both work for Johnson Controls. Paul
is an engineer, and Krissy works in
the finance department.
Patrick Estepp '98N and his wife, Melanie, announce
the birth of Isaiah Patrick on April 18, 2001. Patrick is
the assistant men's basketball coach for Cedarville
University. The Estepps reside in Jamestown, Ohio.
David '98 and Carrie DeKock Jones '98 have
relocated to the Los Angeles area, where David is a senior
risk analyst for Pinkerton Security & Investigations, and
Carrie is a special education teacher for Unified Oak Park
school district. David received his master of business
administration degree from Wright State University
(Ohio) in December 2000. They reside in Oak Park,
California.
Rob McDole '98 received his master of arts degree in
New Testament studies from Columbia International
University in Columbia, South Carolina in May 2001.
He and his wife, Genny Opperman McDole '98, have
two children and continue to serve as full-time boarding
school houseparents to international high school students
at Ben Lippen School in Columbia.
Andrew Shaw '98 received his doctorate of juris degree from
The Dickinson School of Law of The Pennsylvania State
University in May 2001.
Donald Chapin '99 and Laurie
Yingling '98 were married November 4,
2000 at The Chapel in Akron, Ohio. Many
Cedarville alumni participated in the
wedding. Donald is the associate pastor at
Ridgewood Baptist Church in Wadsworth,
Ohio. Laurie is the grants manager at the
Sisters of Charity Foundation of Canton.
The Chapins reside in Akron.
Keith Cole '99 and his wife, Lisa,
announce the births of their two children.
Alyssa Denae was born on October 16,
1999, and Ryan Keith was born on July
11, 2001. Keith is a manufacturing
engineer for Johnson Controls, and Lisa
enjoys staying home with the children.
They reside in Holland, Michigan, where
they attend Calvary Baptist Church.
Kathleen Cramer '99 and Duncan Garcia were married
June 29, 2001 in Raleigh, North Carolina. Kathleen is a licensed
health and life insurance agent for Interactive Medical Systems.
They reside in Raleigh.
Jennifer Abas Deal '99 and her
husband, Aaron, announce the birth of
Jenna Moriah on May 8, 2001. Jennifer
is a student loan coordinator in the
financial aid office at Cedarville
University, and Aaron is pursuing a
comprehensive Bible degree at CU.
Damon McGraw '99 and Angela
Miller were married August 12, 2000 at
Falls Church Episcopal in Falls Church, Virginia. In May 2001,
Damon graduated with honors from Yale University, where he
received his master's degree in historical theology. Angela is
pursuing a master's degree in religion at Yale. During the 2001-
2002 academic school year, Damon will be a teaching assistant
in the philosophy department at Yale.
Erin Prentis '99 and Jeff Madok
were married February 17, 2001 at
Bethany Baptist Church in Clinton
Township, Michigan. Many Cedarville
alumni participated in the wedding.
The couple enjoyed a cruise in the
Caribbean and now reside in Sterling
Heights, Michigan. Jeff is an athletic
trainer at Detroit Medical Center, and
Erin is a music teacher at Conner
Creek Academy.
2000s
Lindsey Borland '00 and Craig Stevenson were married
June 15, 2001. They have settled in Reynoldsburg, Ohio.
Ken Shierman '00 and Heather Maybury '00 were
married July 22, 2000. They reside in Edgewood, Maryland.
Mark Wyse '00 and Carolyn Welch '01 were married
March 24, 2001. Mark is the technical and media director for
Valley Community Church in Pleasanton, California. Carolyn is
pursuing a graduate degree in marriage and family therapy.
David Whited '01 and his family live in Springfield, Ohio.
His four children honored him on Father's Day, June 17, 2001,
by participating in a county contest to celebrate fathers. Three of
Dave's children wrote essays and one drew a picture to show






Alice Creswell Funderburg '39 entered glory on
June 11, 2001 at the age of 84 in Greenville, Ohio.
Alice influenced the lives of many children during her
25 years of teaching. We extend our deepest sympathy
to her family.
Bonfiles Austin '70N went home to be with the Lord on
June 11, 2001 in Jacksonville, Florida. He was the pastor
of Bible Baptist Fellowship and a member of the
Mt. Calvary Baptist Church. Our sincere condolences to his
wife, Edith, and many other family members.
Norm Benson '78 entered heaven on December 21,
2000 after an eight-year battle with cancer. He and his
wife, Linda, placed a high importance on local church
ministry throughout the years. We extend our sympathies
to his family and friends.
Sharing Her Journey
(continued from page 17)
After the accident, my world turned
upside down. I spent very little time
thinking of anything but recovering.
Little did I know that Jason's world
turned upside down, too. At first, no one
knew if I would live, and he found in
himself a love for me that was much
deeper than friendship. He decided that if
I lived, he would not miss another chance
to pursue a relationship with me. We have
now been happily married for a little
more than a year. He's my dream come
true!"
Many things carried Courtenay through
that difficult summer. "I was so blessed to
have my parents by my side," Courtenay
said. "The memory of my father sitting
by my bed, holding my hand, loving me
through each hard moment is indelibly
marked in my mind. Every time he saw
my morale slipping, he would remind me
to trust the Lord. My mother was always
there caring for me, making sure I was
comfortable, learning how to dress my
wounds, crying with me when I was in
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pain. They were a testimony to the Lord,
and the people in Durban were inspired
by them every bit as much as I was."
Courtenay believes God used the last
night of the missions trip to touch
lives in ways beyond comprehension.
She explained, "We were able to witness
to our doctors and nurses, and people
we would not have met otherwise.
Our ministry started as a four-week trip,
but it extended weeks after that as the
three of us recovered and lived as a
testimony of God's grace. Even now,
I continue to have ministry opportunities
that I would never have had were it not
for that accident. Obviously, these
circumstances are not the norm for
summer missions trips, but it shows that
God may have plans that far exceed what
you ever dreamed you would do for Him.
God has truly used what happened to me
to extend His name in a way I could
never have imagined or even tried to
accomplish on my own."
Vacationing With A Purpose
(continued from page 21)
6. Consider safety concerns, food
concerns, etc., especially
when taking kids.
7. Don't schedule too much for the
kids. If changing time zones,
remember that the kids (and you)
will be tired for a few days (about
one day for every time zone crossed.)
Once you are there:
1. Do your best to accomplish more
work than you create by being
there.
2. Be self-motivated to get things done
with some direction from the
missionaries.
3. Don't expect the missionaries to be
able to spend every moment, meal,
or activity with you.
"Not all ministries are direct
evangelism, so in those cases the greatest
joy is building relationships," Kate and
Larry concluded. "Ministry is about
people, no matter what you do.
We appreciate building personal
relationships with the people involved in
the ministry." This winter break, the
Gross family will be looking to have a
VWAP a little closer to home—
somewhere in the Northwest.
Make A Joyful Noise
(continued from page 20)
speaks of sacrifice in worship when
talking with a Samaritan woman in
John 4:1-26. He expects our obedience in
His command to "worship in spirit and in
truth" (John 4:24).
Jim continues to worship God by
obediently walking through various open
doors of opportunity. Although he is often
taken by surprise at the breadth of options,
he continues to marvel at the evidence of
God's work. Not only does Jim serve part-
time as director of music at Grace Baptist
Church in Cedarville, Ohio, but he also
has led hundreds of people before God's
throne to worship at various conferences
during the summer months. Jim has
assembled a small team of individuals
who have become a great support both
technically and spiritually. Bob '85 and
Sue Scott Beikert '85 add musical support
through their singing and keyboard
abilities. Steve Brock '93 offers technical
support by handling all of the visual
aspects such as graphics and Power Point
presentations, as well as organizing
various readings. Jim said of team member
Kezia McNeal '92, "Her heartfelt solos
captivate any audience, anywhere."
Perhaps the most vital asset to this team
and to Jim's ministry as a whole is his
gracious wife, Melody. Melody not only
partners with Jim through her musical
abilities, but also through her roles as a
loving wife and a nurturing mother to their
three children. Jim firmly believes that he
could not minister as he does on his own.
Jim credits Cedarville University for
providing extraordinary resources that
have enabled him to foster ministry, grow
personally, and learn from students and
colleagues. Believing these assets would
have been unattainable anywhere else, Jim
takes great joy in being able to share this




A group of 13 Cedarville alumni who serve as
ABWE missionaries got together in Bangladesh for
a time of fellowship during the executive
committee meeting of the Grand Rapids Baptist
Seminary Extension Program. Gary Kuhn '83H,
former director of alumni relations at Cedarville,
organized the impromptu get-together.
July 16—Scranton, Pennsylvania
On their way to a conference in Boston,
Emily Wiljamaa '98 and Faith Linn '83 hosted
50 alumni and friends at the Fireplace Restaurant
in Tunkhannock, Pennsylvania. Everyone enjoyed
the fine food and the opportunity to catch up with
friends and meet others in the area.
August 11—Detroit, Michigan
Approximately 50 alumni, family members, and
friends met at the Detroit Zoo for Cedarville
University's day at the zoo. The group brought
picnic lunches and had the opportunity to fellowship
with other alumni as well as ask Faith Linn '83
questions about their alma mater. Laurel Yates
Perrigo '90 hosted this event.
June 9—Portland, Maine
Paul '95 and Libby Kennedy Miner '97 hosted an
alumni picnic at the Portland Head lighthouse.
The 23 in attendance thought the beautiful
weather was perfect for kite-flying and walking
around the cliffs and trails.
June 27—Washington, D.C.
While Dr. Dixon was in Washington, D.C. to meet
with President Bush and other representatives in
higher education, Kimberly Kuczynski '99 quickly
organized an informal luncheon for Cedarville
alumni at the Old Ebbitt Grill.
Did You Know,
Ginger Butler '99 and Lew Gibbs, director
of career services, are teaming up to
write a book addressing character-based
hiring in corporate America.
July 17—Boston, Massachusetts
The CM (Council for Christian Colleges and
Universities) alumni conference held at Gordon
College provided the perfect opportunity to meet
with alumni in the Boston area. Twelve alumni
and friends gathered for a dessert reception in the
President's Dining Room at Gordon College and
shared their thoughts about Cedarville University.
August 18—Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Meeting at the beautiful South Park in Pittsburgh,
15 alumni and family members gathered together
for a delicious lunch a great time of fellowship,
plenty of prizes, and an information exchange.
Susan Hock '89 hosted this event.









Royalty Banquet and Concert
October 12-14
Homecoming 2001










































State of the University Address — Dr. Paul Dixon
Jeremiah Chapel, Dixon Ministry Center
11:15 a.m. Heritage Alumni Lunch
12 p.m. All-Alumni Luncheon
Board Room, Dixon Ministry Center
1 p.m. Campus Tour
2-4 p.m. 9-Hole Golf Scramble
3 p.m. Engineering Cardboard Canoe Challenge
7 a.m.
8 a.m.
8 a.m. 25-Year Breakfast




6 p.m. Alumni Awards Recipient Banquet
6 p.m. Women's Tennis Reunion
7 p.m. Welcome, Alumni! Dessert Reception
Board Room, Dixon Ministry Center
8 p.m. Homecoming Praise Concert
Featuring the Department of Music
Jeremiah Chapel, Dixon Ministry Center
10 p.m. Australia MIS Reunion
10:30 p.m. Moonlight Madness
Stranahan Gymnasium
Registration for 5K Run
5K Road Run
Homecoming Parade
Alumni Chapel — Dr. Paul
Dixon
Jeremiah Chapel, DMC
12 p.m. Food Court
Tickets should be reserved in advance
for this pizza buffet.
12 p.m. Women's Volleyball
vs. Tennessee Temple
12 p.m. Summer Studies '91 Reunion
t u r d v
kegiftration
All alumni should register in Alumni
Hall (located in the Dixon Ministry
Center) to receive their tickets,
schedules, last-minute updates, and
free gift. Casual attire is
appropriate at all events.
Times to register:
Friday, Oct. 12 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 13 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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Golf Scramble
When? Friday, Oct. 12
What? 9-hole golf tournament at
Locust Hills in Springfield, Ohio.
Tee times are 2-4 p.m. 80 spots
available on a first-come, first-serve
basis. The scramble is open to all
players.
How Much? Cost is S20 per
person (includes green fees, cart,
favors, prizes, and snacks).
dl-
12:30 p.m.Reunions for the Classes of:
1991, 1986, 1981, 1971, 1966,
1956, 1951, and BBI
1 p.m. Men's Tennis Reunion
1 p.m. Women's Soccer
vs. Roberts Wesleyan University
Women's Soccer Reunion
immediately following the game
2 p.m. Baseball Reunion
2 p.m. Women's Volleyball
vs. Glenville State College
3:30 p.m. Men's Soccer Game
vs. Roberts Wesleyan University
5 p.m. Reunions for the Classes of:
1996, 1976, 1961
8 p.m. 4Him in Concert
Jeremiah Chapel, DMC
SIO tickets must be reserved in
advance. Everyone taking a seat
will need a ticket.
Sunday, Oct, 14 iF
Before heading home, join fellow alumni and their
families for this special time of praise and worship.
A challenge from Mr. Ed Spencer will highlight
the service. Come early for breakfast!
9 a.m. Breakfast in the Dining Hall
10 a.m. Alumni Praise &
Worship Service





Join the more than 3,300 alumni in the online e-mail
directory. Visit our Web site at www.cedarville.edu/dept/ar
and add your name to the list. To protect the privacy
of Cedarville alumni, e-mail addresses are not posted
by our staff, so you must add your own e-dress to the
list.
While visiting the site, be sure to add your prayer
requests to our online request list and pray for other
alumni requests.
Don't miss this opportunity to
reconnect with Cedarville friends!
Looking for an
IRA Substitute?
A deferred gift annuity is an ideal way for donors under
age 60 to supplement their retirement income and make a
gift to Cedarville University. For a minimum investment of
55,000, you will receive:
1. An immediate charitable income tax deduction.
2. life-long income after retirement.
3. An excellent yield. (For example, a 40-year-old donor
who makes a gift of $5,000 earns a pay-out rate of 26.4
percent at age 65.)
4. A reduction in capital gains taxes if the gift is made with
appreciated securities.
5. Membership in a leadership club.
The office of gift planning will send you a personalized
financial analysis that shows how a deferred gift annuity
can benefit both you and Cedarville University. Please
contact Dave Bartlett or Kim Longo at 1-800-766-1115.
You may also contact us at giftplanning@cedarville.edu.
Office of Gift Planning
1-800-766-1115
www.cedarville.edu/dept/plg
For the Cost of
A Medium Pizza and




Three Rounds of Golf
(With a Cart, Of Course!)
Each Month
you can become a member of the Torch Club, Charter
Society, or President's Associates and invest in the
students of Cedarville!
Each are Annual Fund programs designed to help
sustain Cedarville and provide solid underpinnings to the
Cedarville experience.
Torch Club: $10 per month
Charter Society: $500 per year
President's Associates: $1,000 per year
Each offers a recognition gift; a subscription to
Cedarville's bi-monthly devotional magazine, First Light;
the quarterly newsletter, Update; and other opportunities.
Gifts can even be made electronically from your checking
account every month.
Most important are the eternal dividends seen in the
lives of thousands!
Find out what 349 alumni have discovered as partners
in these programs!
Annual Fund Office




• In 1999, 99.2 percent of our students were employed
within six months of graduation and 84.5 percent were
employed "in-discipline."
• More than 1,000 alumni and parents have volunteered
to act as career links to current students through our
CareerNet program.
• Fifty percent of our student body undertakes a
summer internship.
• Eight to 13 percent of our students go directly into
graduate and professional programs. Last year,
Cedarville students had exposure to more than 500
organizations through Career Link events, on-campus
visits, and employer interviews. Approximately 1,000
of our students have prepared resumes for review.
If you would like more information about career
services, please call us at 937-766-7868 or drop us a line
via e-mail at career@cedarville.edu. You may also pay us
a visit online at http://www.cedarville.edu/dept/cpp.
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Highlights include:
✓ 9-Hole Golf Scramble
✓ Homecoming Parade
V Reunions for Classes Ending in 1 and 6
✓ Athletic Events
✓ Special Reunions for BBI, Summer Studies '91,
Australia MIS, Women's Soccer, and Music Majors
✓ Special 50-Year Reunion
✓ 4Him in Concert
Call 1-800-837-2566 for more information.
